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Absence
- Claire Scott
I have looked everywhere
for the silver necklace
with a Celtic cross
the one you bought me
years ago in Ireland
and put in a pale blue box
with a white satin ribbon
and asked the waiter bring it
with the wine-poached pears
I have looked under sweaters
inside shoes, in the pockets
of your coats that hang
limply in the closet
I even checked the garage
the Mason jars with rusty nails
the dried-up cans of paint
I looked through the books
you left in a jumble on your desk
The Sixth Extinction still
open to page ninety-seven
I realize now the search
was designed for failure
what I was seeking
was not a silver necklace
with a Celtic cross
what I was seeking was
the ache of absence

after
- David Fitch
washed up on the shore to dry,
only a tiny salty pocket left.
listening close, a shell of a bell
that sounds like moving, shifting tide
but is only the audience’s audible wish,
and whimsy’s little, and bone of fish
murmured in place of truly said.
marvel, spiral pattern once secreted,
trembling tendril, creature’s feet
that walks away, that is being eaten,
leaves
this polished artist’s aftermath,
unbroken conch,
textbook picture,
fundamental blank
with a perfect edge,
the missing life to nothing wrong.

Being a Monk on Big Sur for a Month
- Diana Raab
One can lose oneself seated
on this Big Sur cliff ̶
a turning inside out of sorts,
beside a rustic log cabin
created by long-gone friends
who believed creativity birthed in isolation.
A surrounding path begs for meditative mindful steps
beneath bowing branches,
as visitors nudge night crawlers left behind
by Steinbeck boys, and museums.
I used to take my thoughts there,
catch glimpses of magic
on moss-covered benches,
beside buried journals
hidden in pine needled paths.
In the distance, an ocean washes woes away
and hugs hungry hearts,
while braided memories
are written with her crystals
in glistening waters
weaving disconnected stories.
This cabin has no phone
no TV nor human utterances ̶
one only hears a purring forest
to embrace lonely souls like me.
There’s a universe of possibilities here,
a real-life force ̶ Pacific-powered inspiration ̶
as these cabin walls capture
creative bursts and bleed
onto the pages of our minds,
in a place where Nin and Miller
made deep penetrating love.
Hearts come alive here
and loneliness evaporates
like whiskey in open canteens,
on this edge of Big Sur, and it’s cannon-like waves.

So yes, we can lose ourselves
on this Big Sur cliff
once turned inside out,
we can also find ourselves
and our long-gone friends.
Previously published in The Poet Magazine: On the Road Anthology, Summer 2020

Cambria Portal
- Mary Anne Anderson
Wood and sky
frame the passage,
dusk but a fissure
between two worlds.
Spirit guides ebb and flow
like waves,
follow the sun to a different shore.
I am the dreamer,
at the gateway
awaiting darkness
with a hunger for repose
but linger
just a minute more
to bid farewell.

Crunch Time
- Emily-Sue Sloane
My mind,
jumpy as a cricket on the loose,
lists the outdoor chores
piling up against my fence
of resistance.
A chill wind scatters them
across the lawn again,
shows I’ve missed my chance
to clear, stow and batten down
within the shrinking circle
of the autumn sun.
Frigid air resets my focus
and my wardrobe.
I tackle just the essentials;
the rest will wait
for the spring cleanup ̶
unless new shoots
beat me to it.
I draw a curtain too sheer
to block out the dread
that rides in on
winter’s icy coattails.

Future Years
- Dennis Herrell
In the photograph
time was so distant
with a young boy,
so far away in his space
with no self-awareness
in his bare-chest innocence
as he stood in front
of a battered ’39 Chrysler,
grinning and looking out at me,
living now in his future years.

Her Own Music
- Francis Fernandes
She's gone, for the time being.
For an interim of some fourteen days.
We argued. Of course. She's a teenager,
after all, who leaves dissonance
all over the bathroom floor. She knows
the game: I call her back in
to pick up swabs and staves and get rid
of those awkward tubular bells
and plastic jars filled with god-knows
what. But it's not always like that.
There's also the steady beat of our talk,
the saxophone gurgle of our jokes
and jabs. I don't play the bass,
and neither does she, but someone
or something sure as hell does,
because the assurance of her presence,
and maybe mine too, for her,
well, it drones on in the background
whenever we eat, on those walks
in the park, and through the long
cantata of the night after
the lights go out, even if, when I lean
against the doorway and say sleep tight,
I catch her reaching for the earphones
and those tunes I know nothing about.

Eclipse
- Nancy Jentsch
I.
Last night’s lunar eclipse
is soon forgotten
shelved to memory
like yesterday’s headlines
morning’s rush hour stress
II.
We wander
like sleepwalkers
blindly brushing
the edges
of potential plushness
III.
unable to relive
the ancients’ thrill
when moon wanes
out of phase
hangs in the sky
like embers
of a celestial effigy

Captivity
- M.J. Iuppa
Waking to the gauze-gray gloom of dawn’s dissatisfaction, I exhale ̶
once, for my worn-out sleep that refuses to leave me; twice, for
my numb feet, notwithstanding the labor of walking all night, without finding a flat rock to rest upon. Most people go to bed the same way
they go to work. Their hearts labor without complaint; yet, their bodies
strain, day after day. Their sorrow isn’t as visible as this morning sky is
my boulder. Lying here, I wonder if I will be able to lift my body to the
next full moon that floats all night in the upstairs window.

St. Joe
- Jason Melvin
Spring
Puddles gather along the blacktop
Lilies, yellow and white, propped up in metal vases
The occasional wire-mesh Easter bunny on a metal stand
Us, riding bikes around the loop
Sitting cliffside, watching tree branches float by
Throwing rocks in the dump, next to the sign that states No Dumping
Summer
Yellow dandelions gather along the blacktop
American flags, red, white and blue ribbons on metal stands
Balloons tied off the metal vases
Us, picking and popping – blowing and wishing
Rolling, barrel style, down the double-dip hill
Throwing up bricks and hook shots at the Davis’s, just outside the fence
Fall
Dead leaves along the blacktop
Flowers, some fresh, some wilting, in metal vases
Mary casts a long shadow at dusk
Us, riding bikes through the dump, to the playground
Smacking golf balls off the cliff, into the river below
Watching the neighboring town descend into night
Winter
Snow built-up along the blacktop
Poinsettias, potted, on top of the grounded metal vases
Pine wreathes with red bows on metal stands
Us, bundled, mittened and tousle-capped
Sledding down, building jumps on the double-dip hill
Trying to stop before crossing the road, dodging tombstones if not

New
- Lois Greene Stone
A coiled wire remained. It looked so frail yet had held twelve large pages. December had
just been discarded and the spiral had no more use. Unlike the outdoor trees that had exposed
limbs, and their trunk bottoms sank into snow but would form green leaves in the spring, this
wire had completed its cycle.
I thought about the parallel with the human cycle. Yet as I affixed another calendar to the
wall, it was also a beginning. My birth year was getting farther and farther away and those
rejected-used pages from decades of numbers was plumping its passage of time. Less ahead than
what passed.... I could look at the rest of my life that way or see each January with unused and
crisp paper as each beginning. The choice was mine.
Touching the coil, it seemed to feel as if its strength yet flexibility was ‘me’. The
kindness and attention I’ve shown and the philosophy I’ve passed down will remain with those
who have shared that, grown from my listening to them and not merely hearing their phrases, and
that’s my ‘spiral’, and my body just the used paper that gets recycled in the blue-box.
The phone rang. No longer tethered to a wall, as during my girlhood, nor heavy, I slid my
finger to ‘open’ an icon, set it on my desk, and said, “Hello”. Penny postcards peeked into a part
of my memory when I heard “Grandma, I got your email, and...” My email. When a postal card
was about to rise to two cents, I was so proud that I’d bought fifty and could use those that I
showed my mother how grown I was to think about that in advance. I had no idea that I’d have to
buy fifty additional stamps to use for mailing. I assumed anything already in my possession was
okay. She didn’t laugh as she explained ‘life’ to me. Her kindness spirals inside my head
although she and my father share a granite headstone. Few use postal cards today; fewer buy
picture cards as camera-phones click and transmit our own time and place and not what someone
else deemed was important to record on a mailing rectangle.
My heavy shellac 78rpm music that woke as a diamond needle touched a groove was
obsolete when my children were born. Their little players were 45rpm with a fat hole in the
center and the breakage was not an issue.
Discarded piles of years, now a tiny device holds thousands of songs, cassette tapes have
vanished, and CD’s will soon be a memory. Ah, memory. That’s the coiled wire that withstands
tugging papers from it monthly, and firmly holds page twelve as tightly as it did page one.
I affixed 2021 to the wall. Its blank squares will have scribbles of appointments, events,
birthdays, anniversaries, graduations, marriages, and so forth. The pandemic might mean these
celebrations will be shared on Zoom, and hugs will be virtual, but we will pretend we are
together for milestones. And, maybe, sometime during 2021, the pandemic will be history.
I’d like to keep used reminders as a diary but they’re more like a log, and logs are just
what and where; my diaries were details of thoughts and feelings. And when I have no more
allotted calendars to display, the memories built with loved ones will continue, and their
cellphones will be as strange as my tethered one, and their means of communication unique to
those upcoming generations. They’ll have their own ‘penny postcard’ stories tucked inside them
as they give their offspring and partners reason to write on calendar pages although I doubt it’ll
be paper.
Published December 30, 2016 The Write Place at the Write Time

New Year’s Resolution
- D.R. James
A cliché of diamonds staccatos
across this first verse of sun, across
undisturbed snow as white and composed
as Styrofoam ̶ till you can’t dismiss
what’s winking, what truly is twinkling,
or then the burly squirrel bounding through,
a cartoon ball bouncing out its tune.
Granted, this should finally do you good.
In fact, it should go on resounding
against the discordant rounds without
and within, against the monotoned news,
the refrained and distasteful selfrevelations, against the flatted notes
of familial failures, of aging and its kin,
against the perennial drone toward ever more
of the ho-hum. Yes, you’d think it should . . .
and it does: this New Year lyric ̶ landscape
writ bright with ice diamonds, wet confetti
free-falling at will from still branches ̶ sings,
albeit pianissimo, against it all.
First published in Psychological Clock (Pudding House Publications, 2007)

Milestones
- Joe Glaser
I just outlived another one...how many does that make?
Relatives, friends, colleagues...once a grown daughter,
people loved, hated, tolerated, admired,
even those casually brushed by
or seen solely in images…
Somehow, despite the sometimes-aching losses,
it feels good to be continuing my journey,
as if I'm winning some kind of race.
Jarred, my evolved mind rejects that dissonant feeling,
that visceral rush of instinctive competition.
Sometimes I imagine humans living on a spiral track,
twisting around and out from an infinitesimal point to infinity.
Am I riding the spiral outward,
towards a mysterious destination
somewhere in the beckoning Universe?
Or do I just spiral into the vanishing point, disappearing
somewhere...elsewhere...nowhere,
going, going, gone?
Did the ones I've outlived skid off
the edge of the road?
Or did they take a short-cut...and in which direction?

Quieted
- Holly Day
The woodpecker flutters down to the tree, begins pecking its way along the branch
making loud knocking sounds that rattle through the field. This is a protest song
against the scheduled passing trains that will fill the air with so much sound
that there won’t be any room for the high-pitched chirps of the tiny grass finches
chasing crickets and spiders in the early morning, struggling to perch on grass stems
fluttering their wings for balance, there won’t be any room for the thrum
of herons as they stalk fish in the nearby pond, their great, long grey necks
bobbing up and down as they walk, eyes always on their prey, there won’t be
any room for the splash of an unexpected frog taking to the air and coming down again
the lonely howl of a coyote waking up, unseen and far away
its voice floating down into the waiting emptiness and filling everything
like a single drop of oil introduced into a bowl of water.
Instead of these sounds, the morning will be filled with the caustic rattle
of metal wheels rubbing up against metal track, the shaky uncertain sound
of a car roughly tilting almost too far to one side, righting itself and wobbling again
and again, introducing an agonizing anticipation to this field of silenced protest.

Rings Upon Rings
- Antoni Ooto
standing on this wind planted spot,
here a universe, holding memories
rings upon rings
of music, a catalog
unfolding its one song ̶
“Tree”

The Lady of the Butterflies
- Sanjana Ramanathan
The slow heat of summer was just beginning to roll in when the Lady arrived in Kittery.
Our town was small so everyone, especially us kids, noticed when the low cabin in the
middle of the woods ̶ the one that was supposed to be abandoned ̶ was suddenly occupied.
Occupied by a woman, old but not yet wrinkled, with eyes that cut us like knives when we tried
to peer in through her windows.
For weeks we skirted the woodland around her house, dragging our bikes through the dirt
as we speculated in hushed voices.
“She’s probably some sort of criminal,” my older brother, Jacob, said. “And that cabin is
her safehouse. She’s probably murdered at least fifteen people!”
“Maybe she’s a secret agent from Russia,” I ventured. “Maybe this is her base, and she’s
spying on the government.”
The other kids laughed at that. Jacob looped an arm around my neck and rubbed his
knuckles against my head, saying, “If she were a spy, she wouldn’t have come to Kittery. This is
the middle of nowhere.”
I flushed, ducking out of his grasp. “She looks Russian.”
“She’s probably a witch,” Malcolm said. Malcolm was big but quiet, so when he talked,
people listened. “I think she knows magic.”
All of us, even Jacob, nodded. And because Malcolm had said it, it became true: the Lady
of the woods was a witch.
The summer dragged on as we spent our days as kids did, languid yet restless. One day,
someone dared Jenny to knock on the witch’s door. We all watched, ducked behind the drooping
juniper, as she rapped twice on the wood.
The door opened, and Jenny disappeared inside.
The shadows stretched as we waited with bated breath. Our whispers carried on even as
the sun dipped low, and our curfews loomed closer. Surely if Jenny were in trouble, we would
have heard something?
Then she emerged, beaming. As she skipped toward us, a little blue butterfly hovered
around her right ear. Jenny said, smiling, “She can do magic! She can!”
We all crowded around her, begging her to share. Jenny told us that the Lady didn’t like
being called a witch, but she had one special trick. She could take a memory, whatever memory
you wanted, and turn it into a butterfly.
We all looked at the butterfly, now seated on Jenny’s shoulder. It flapped its brilliant blue
wings.
“So that thing is a memory?” Jacob asked, reaching out to prod the butterfly carefully. It
shuddered under his touch but stayed on Jenny’s shoulder. It must have been magical; any real
butterfly would have flown away by now.
“The Lady said when I’m ready, I can have the memory back. But until then, it will stay
outside my head, like this,” said Jenny.
“What’s the memory?” asked little Ben, his eyes round as saucers.
“I dunno,” Jenny shrugged. “I just remember it was something embarrassing.”
We all looked at each other, stunned. Real magic. It seemed impossible.
I tried to think of something I wanted to forget, but nothing came to mind. We were just
kids. I looked at Malcolm, whose eyes were latched onto the beautiful butterfly. His father had

drowned last year in a boating accident. Maybe he wanted to forget the funeral, or maybe it was
the good memories that hurt more.
During the rest of the summer, the other kids eventually made their way into the cabin
and came out with a little butterfly hovering around their head. The colors, shapes, and sizes of
the butterflies varied, but they always stayed next to their person, never straying. The day Jacob
went in, I wanted to follow him. What did he want to forget? Was it the time I spilled ice cream
on him in front of Clara at the fair, just before he had planned to ask her out? Was it when he
broke his bike, and Dad yelled at him so hard, he started crying on the street?
When Jacob came out, his butterfly was brown-flecked white. “You should try it,” he told
me. “I don’t know how to describe it, but I feel really free.”
But I didn’t want to. I was scared, suddenly. Scared of my friends. Scared of the way
Jacob was inexplicably mature, the way Jenny was bubbly and Clara was confident. Scared of
the way Malcolm was distantly serene, like someone had pushed cotton behind his eyes and now
his brain was full of fuzz. He still talked the same but he wasn’t the same, and I was scared of the
way just taking a memory away could change a person so much.
By the end of the summer, everyone had a butterfly but me. We met up by the lake, our
bike tires dragging through the slick mud. We all looked around at each other.
“I think it’s time,” said Malcolm. For the first time since his orange butterfly had
appeared, he sounded truly sad.
The others nodded, though I didn’t understand. One by one, they sat down in the dirt and
opened their mouths. The butterflies, as if waiting for the cue, crawled in. I watched them,
flapping their wings as they wriggled down my friends’ throats. I gagged.
And one by one, I saw my friends change ̶ or rather, unchange. Become themselves
again. Jenny's aloofness, Clara’s shyness, little Ben’s curiosity, Jacob’s familiar scowl. The
sadness in Malcolm’s eyes was back, too; I hated that I was happy to see it.
Years passed, and most of us left Kittery behind. It was a tiny town, without much room
for anyone with dreams bigger than owning a fishing boat. We stretched our limbs and stretched
out across the country, losing touch. I hadn’t spoken to anyone but Jacob in years.
The Lady of the woods became a bedtime story I told my daughter, Ruby. She took it as
seriously as she took the Tooth Fairy or Santa Claus, which is to say not at all. She was always a
precocious child. When I told her the story of my friends and their beautiful butterflies, she
laughed like windchimes, and it was easy to think it was all just make-believe.
When I lost Ruby, the worst part was how senseless it was. A car accident; the other
driver was drunk. Logically, I knew there was nothing I could have done. But my heart just
thumped with fury, with agony, with memories.
Years and years after that fateful summer, I still remembered the serenity in Malcolm’s
eyes. I couldn’t stop thinking of the woman, the witch, who was able to turn his pain into
something so beautiful. The possibility of her taking Ruby away was both unbearable and
tantalizing. The thought was incessantly in my mind.
For the first time in years, I returned to Kittery. It was almost on autopilot; I didn’t want
to think because thinking became remembering became grieving. All I wanted now was to
forget. I knew the way through the woods well. I stomped through the ivy, ignoring the way that
the brambles tore through my clothes. The cabin was the same as I remembered it, and I knocked
twice on the door. Thump, thump.
The door opened, and there she was. She hadn’t changed since my childhood, but

somehow that didn’t surprise me.
“You are here for help,” she said, her voice soft. Her accent was unfamiliar (not Russian,
I thought, near hysterically) but somehow soothing.
“Yes,” I told her. “I need help. I need you to take away a memory.”
She led me inside, gesturing for me to sit on a chair at the nearby kitchen table. Her
furniture was humble, cozy even. Not what my childhood imagination had pictured a witch’s
house would look like. “I can do that. I can turn your memory into something easier to handle,
until you’re ready to face it again.”
“How will I know when I’m ready?”
She gave me a look with her sharp-dark eyes. “You will know.”
“What if I’m never ready?”
She made a gesture that was almost a shrug. “Then you will know that, too.”
I leaned back, sucking in a breath. I thought of Ruby and her bright smile, the smile I
would never see again; my heart mourned in response. Relief was so, so close, and yet ̶
The Lady leaned in close. “What is the memory?”
Ruby’s laugh rang in my ears.
“My memory of you.”
She drew back, her brow furrowed. “Of me?”
“Yes,” I closed my eyes. “As long as I know you’re here, I’ll be tempted to make things
easier.” I thought of Ruby’s bright eyes, blinking up at me, and my chest ached. “I don’t want
easy.”
I stumbled through the woods, dizzy. I couldn't remember how I had ended up back in
Kittery. Perhaps I had come out here to find some peace after Ruby’s death. Yes, that seemed
right. Something feather-light brushed past my ear ̶ a wing. I reached up and a butterfly, black
and red, rested on my hand.
Instinctively, I knew exactly what this creature was, although I didn’t know how. It was a
memory. My memory. I didn’t know of what; all I knew was that it was dangerous. I curled my
fingers over it, crushing its body against my palm. I felt it struggle, thin wings tearing, until it
was finally, mercifully still.
First published in Maya Literary Magazine (2020)

The RKO Palace
- Judy DeCroce
Leaving her world outside,
the afternoon, the familiar,
this little girl steps into a palace,
a palace of lavish gilt, soaring balconies,
and eyes of murals taking her measure.
Holding tight to paper dolls
of idols never to meet.
Down into fields of plush seats,
along highways of aisles,
a monumental curtain heavy with opulence
rises,
and behind it,
those special people,
gods, stepping into their glamour,
ready to show that story
they’ve been holding
just for her.
And in the darkness
after all that war, rain of bombs, and hiding,
hands clutching dirty hands. tears for the dying,
faces pressed to windows,
hope for tomorrow,
she lived it from her seat
terrified, then somehow saved
finding the way back to
her real life
leaving her afternoon stained
with what she didn’t live through
̶ but did.

The Sounds Before the Sounds I Knew Before
- Olivia Haijoff
Everyone says it’s quieter now, but there are more sounds:
Not the bird’s song, but the first lift of its wing.
Not a rustling of leaves, but the flip flop as one leaf
turns over, back and forth.
The intake of breath before the shout of a child.
When I stand still, I hear the grass tap against its fellow blade.
When I walk, I hear my foot raise, peeling away from the soft pine needles.
The sounds before the sounds I knew before.
I should wear a softer jacket.
I have to hold my arms rigid by my sides to stop the shiny rubbing that mutes all else.
Otherwise I won’t know what I can hear and what I cannot.
The listening itself is a reaching out. A stretching.
Only the trees hold their secret quietness.
I go close to them and find a cool darkness
Made of sounds I have yet to hear.

Wisdom Worker
- Sharon Thompson
I believe
in days of deep pine wilderness,
as cooking stones lower into baskets of thick soup,
there are elders still to seek.
Huts in which to kneel and learn
dreams of smoky revelation,
heartbeats measured on drums of stretched skin.
Someone
with wisdom
given as gift from soul to soul,
understanding, steadfast insight
fortification, even,
against the incongruity of this sense of bleakness
in a life of such lush bounty.
In myth, if not in flesh,
a gnarled woman
stoops with curved awl,
sculpting sides into a graceful oaken bowl.
Laughing at my unrelenting woefulness,
lifting it, hefting its weight easily, scolding,
“Go swim in the stream
take some hard, young man to your breast.
Forget your own babies for today.
Rub your mouth with raspberry juice,
dance in the current with your knees high,
laugh.”
But I am no longer a girl with streaming black hair,
out tasting the world.
Almost aged,
I will shift blindly
overlooking shrines, passing prudent ones to query.
Nearing
empty-handed
the threshold of things,
inept, I will gather what I can,
practice my smile as I go.
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